Best Practices for Transit Oriented Development
8:00am - 9:00am
ULI NW TOD Council will provide an update on their research on TOD best practices from transit agencies in United States and Canada * Sound Transit has adopted a comprehensive TOD policy; hear about their program and current status of a wide variety of projects underway. * Possible case study on a current TOD project underway

Equity in Transportation: Mobilizing Our Cities Today + Tomorrow
9:30am - 10:30am
Transportation connects communities and provides access to jobs, education, food, health care, and housing. Join a panel of experts as they discuss the issues of equity in our transportation system and how that shapes cities today, as well as how increasing equity through transportation systems can make cities more livable for everyone.

Richard Florida: COVID Cities / Opportunities + Impacts
12:30pm - 1:30pm
University Professor at University of Toronto’s School of Cities and Rotman School of Management, Distinguished Fellow at NYU and FIU, and Co-Founder and Senior Editor, The Atlantic City Lab, Richard Florida will discuss Covid impact on cities focusing on challenges and potential opportunities for Creative Class cities in a post-Covid environment. The themes of gentrification and the growing social and economic divide present in tech-hub cities will be explored.